Dear Duke Alumni and Friends,

Travel to a world of discovery on the Scoresby Sound, an rugged coast through the fjords of Svalbard in Norway’s Arctic; to the charming town of Valparaiso, Chile; and beyond in three countries, as you tour locals and sail aboard the stunning MS Amadeus Silver III, exclusively designed for our guests. Based on the scores of favorable reviews from our April 2019 trip, we believe this program is the best way to see the highlights of these countries, as you travel in comfort aboard the intimate MS Amadeus Silver III. As our Duke group grows in size, a Duke Host will be engaged to join the program to bring you the value, service, and personal attention you expect from Duke Travel Explorers. Expect a trip of a lifetime.

No previous experience is required, and you will be among a community of fellow travelers who love learning and are eager to share their passions. New friends are made along the way.

April 22-30, 2019

From $2,945

See the program brochure (below) and plan early for the early bird special offer. In addition, this exceptional cruise offers you the security, ease and value of group travel. You’ll cruise in comfort aboard the MS Amadeus Silver III, the ideal ship for small-group travel. If you’re traveling with an eligible companion or family member, you may receive discounts for their participation.

TRAVEL STRESS-FREE WITH AHI FLEXAIR.

Enjoy the stress-free option of FlexAir, which includes round-trip flights from your departure city to and from London, England, and back to your USA home city in one trip, via your selected city. You’ll enjoy the amenities of our FlexAir flights, which include flight insurance worth up to $250,000, subject to coverages as stated in the certificate of insurance. You’ll enjoy complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks, as well as voice recordings included with any videos, in addition to our very best in-flight entertainment. Please contact our Travel Consultants for details on this option.

ABHI Travel cannot assume responsibility for travel arrangements or airline financial concerns. AHI Travel’s liability is limited to the amount paid which corresponds to the unused services occasioned thereby. Dates, program details and included features are anticipated; however, the right is reserved to make changes and variations to the group itinerary at any time of departure. No revisions of the printed itinerary or supplier arrangements will be made after tickets are issued. After tickets are issued, penalties up to 100% of the amount paid may be assessed. Variations to the group itinerary may be necessary, with the mutual understanding that the Sponsoring Association and suppliers are not responsible for any act, omission, or event, during the program. Our experts are ready to assist you, to include photographic and video recordings of you, your companion or family members, and your travel companions. AHI Travel and the Sponsoring Association are not responsible for any act, omission, or event, during the program. You authorize AHI Travel, without providing compensation, to use your images and/or audio recordings included with any videos, in photographic and video recordings of you, your companion or family members, and your travel companions. You will be provided with all details of use as well as voice recordings included with any videos, in photographic and video recordings of you, your companion or family members, and your travel companions.

Let us arrange your rights?

A-H Flights

| A-Mozart                              | $3,845       | $250 |
| B-Strauss (Midship)             | $3,545       | $250 |
| C-Strauss (Aft)                     | $3,445       | $250 |
| D-Haydn (Midship)              | $3,145       | $250 |
| E-Haydn (Midship)               | $3,045       | $250 |

Category-Deck                  Full Price       Special Savings

| Category-Deck                  Full Price       Special Savings |
|-------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| A-Mozart                              | $3,845       | $250 |
| B-Strauss (Midship)             | $3,545       | $250 |
| C-Strauss (Aft)                     | $3,445       | $250 |
| D-Haydn (Midship)              | $3,145       | $250 |
| E-Haydn (Midship)               | $3,045       | $250 |

- The right is reserved to make changes and variations to the group itinerary at any time of departure. No revisions of the printed itinerary or supplier arrangements will be made after tickets are issued. After tickets are issued, penalties up to 100% of the amount paid may be assessed. Variations to the group itinerary may be necessary, with the mutual understanding that the Sponsoring Association and suppliers are not responsible for any act, omission, or event, during the program. Our experts are ready to assist you, to include photographic and video recordings of you, your companion or family members, and your travel companions. AHI Travel and the Sponsoring Association are not responsible for any act, omission, or event, during the program. You authorize AHI Travel, without providing compensation, to use your images and/or audio recordings included with any videos, in photographic and video recordings of you, your companion or family members, and your travel companions. You will be provided with all details of use as well as voice recordings included with any videos, in photographic and video recordings of you, your companion or family members, and your travel companions. You will be provided with all details of use as well as voice recordings included with any videos, in photographic and video recordings of you, your companion or family members, and your travel companions.

1) ______________________________________________________________________
2) ______________________________________________________________________
3) ______________________________________________________________________
A World Apart

The story of Bruges is best told on a bike at sunset, slowly pedaling through the city's winding canals, past medieval towers and ancient bridges that seem to whisper tales of a bygone era. Your personal and expert Travel Director introduces you to the city's charm, sharing stories and lore as you ride.

Your Travel Director will help you plan your day, recommending the best places to stop for a coffee or a snack. They will also arrange for a guided tour of the city's famous chocolate shops, where you can sample some of the finest Belgian delights.

In the evening, join your Travel Director and fellow travelers for a convivial dinner at a local restaurant, where you can share stories of your day and enjoy traditional Belgian cuisine. And throughout your stay, you will be treated to a high-caliber professional service that makes you feel safe and important by creating a welcoming and comfortable ambiance.

Day 1

Day 1: Arrive in Amsterdam, Netherlands

A traveler in Amsterdam will be met by your Travel Director and transferred to the hotel. Free time to settle in and explore the city, or you can check out a nearby restaurant for a good meal. Enjoy the bustling energy of the city and its unique architecture.

Day 2

Day 2: Amsterdam - Delft - Utrecht

Free time to explore Amsterdam, a city rich in history and culture. This afternoon, transfer to Delft, and visit the Rijksmuseum, home to some of the world's most famous works of art, including the iconic "Girl with a Pearl Earring." Then continue to Utrecht, a medieval city with a rich history and beautiful architecture.

Day 3

Day 3: Leiden - The Hague - Delft

Explore the city of Leiden, known for its beautiful canals and charming architecture. Then visit The Hague, the capital of the Netherlands and home to the Mauritshuis, a museum dedicated to the Dutch golden age. Afterward, continue to Delft, where you can see the De Porceleyne Fles porcelain factory, a masterpiece of 17th-century craftsmanship.

Day 4

Day 4: Delft - Bruges - Brussels

Today, you will take a day trip to Bruges, a city famous for its medieval architecture and charming canals. You will have the opportunity to explore the city on your own, or take a guided tour to learn more about its history and culture. This evening, transfer to Brussels, the capital of Belgium, for your last night in the region.

Day 5

Day 5: Brussels - Luxembourg City - Brussels

In the morning, transfer to Luxembourg City, the capital of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Explore the city's beautiful architecture and its role as a center of European politics. Then continue to Brussels, where you can enjoy a guided tour of the city's beautiful palaces and gardens, or take some free time to explore on your own. This evening, enjoy a farewell dinner at a local restaurant before returning to your hotel for the night.

Day 6

Day 6: Depart Brussels

Day 6: Depart Brussels

After breakfast, transfer to the airport in Brussels for your flight home. Until we meet again, fond memories of your trip to the Netherlands and Belgium will remain with you.

For more information or to book your trip, please contact your travel agent or visit our website.
Dear Duke Alumni and Friends,

It is a true delight to discover the scenic beauty of the Netherlands and Belgium on this incredible river cruise, and we know you will love it too. As you sail through the waterways, you will see historic cities such as Amsterdam and Bruges, and experience the charm of historic canals and charming villages.

With AHI you can rely on:
• Safety and security.
• Flexibility and comfort.
• Value and savings.

For Solo Travelers:
We are pleased to offer a selection of single supplements on selected sailings.

April 22-30, 2019

ABHOLBEL19 5

April 23-30, 2019

ABHOLBEL19 5

Learn more about group travel with AHI Travel at dukealumni.travels.
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Waterland bike ride

An engaging river journey. You’ll discover Old World cities, picture-perfect landscapes, and captivating villages. Lecturers, whose regional expertise shines in their insider perspective, provide fascinating insights. The high-caliber professional guides allow you to immerse yourself comfortably in your surroundings. This unique blend of exploration and relaxation makes for a truly memorable chapter to your travels.

The other important characters in this story are the guides and lecturers. They are passionate about their regions and committed to delivering authentic experiences with local people. Their knowledge and enthusiasm are contagious. Your wildly creative cruise director will combine all these elements into a compelling story that unfolds over the week.

Add a truly memorable chapter to your travels on this carefree and relaxing bike ride. Glide along the lovely canals of Amsterdam, Veere, and Delft, brimming with remarkable architecture. Witness the magical “floating village” of Giethoorn. Pedal through this charming region and its beautiful, well-preserved historic center. Imbue it with a romantic, dreamy ambience, tranquil canals, winding lanes and stone bridges.

Art | Architecture | Culture | Cuisine | History

Day 1

PRE-TRIP EXTENSION IN AMSTERDAM

ARRIVAL | AMSTERDAM

Get to know vibrant Amsterdam more intimately before you embark on your Dutch Waterways river cruise. Your ideally situated hotel is the perfect base for venturing out into its lively, bike-filled city. With its rich history and endless artistic attractions, Amsterdam awaits.

Day 2

AMSTERDAM | DISCOVERY:

Amsterdam

The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized care and attention to detail that enables you to immerse yourself in your surroundings. As your ship cruises, enjoy a glass of Halve Maan Brewery and learn about Belgium's Halve Maan Brewery and learn about Belgium's famous beer. Halve Maan and indulge in a yummy, handmade sample.

Day 3

DEPART AMSTERDAM | JOIN THE CURE: 120-MINUTE DE PLANTAGE MUSEUM TOUR

Contemporary Holland.

You’ll learn about the rich history of Amsterdam, the Netherlands' vibrant capital. From its position on the North Sea, Antwerp has long been an important port, a hub for trade and commerce. Today, it is a bustling city with a vibrant artistic and cultural scene.

Day 4

AMSTERDAM | DISCOVERY:

Amsterdam

On your own or with a guide, visit De Lakenhal, a museum dedicated to the history and culture of Amsterdam. The museum features a collection of historical artifacts, including a model of the city's famous canals.

Day 5

AMSTERDAM | DISCOVERY:

Amsterdam

Enjoy a traditional canal cruise and admire some of the city's 1,500 bridges. Winding your way through by boat and narrow canals covered by tiny wooden bridges, you'll discover the city's many charming neighborhoods.

Day 6

DAY OFF | DISCOVERY:

Amsterdam

Today, you’ll have the opportunity to explore on your own. With its rich history and endless artistic attractions, Amsterdam awaits.

Day 7

DEPART AMSTERDAM | JOIN THE CURE: 120-MINUTE DE PLANTAGE MUSEUM TOUR

Contemporary Holland.

You’ll learn about the rich history of Amsterdam, the Netherlands' vibrant capital. From its position on the North Sea, Antwerp has long been an important port, a hub for trade and commerce. Today, it is a bustling city with a vibrant artistic and cultural scene.

Day 8

PRE-TRIP EXTENSION IN BRUSSELS

ARRIVAL | BRUSSELS

This departure marks the end of your AHI Cruises trip, and your adventure on the waters of the British Isles comes to a close. Thank you for choosing AHI Cruises! We hope you will join us again soon.

Additional information that may be helpful:

- For the Captain’s Welcome Reception and Dinner, dress is smart casual.
- As the ship cruises to Kampen tonight, gather at the restaurant’s breakfast and lunch buffets, and delight in regional specialties served with elegance from its public rooms to its passenger cabins and suites. Bars and lounges feature a wide selection of regional and international wines, spirits, and special-occasion cocktails.
- As you sail, your Captain and crew provide the highest level of service. With its contemporary style, the ship embodies the passion and dedication of the onboard and land-based concierges. The Harmony Deck, your grand living room, is the perfect place to wind down after a long day of exploration. Here, you’ll find a spacious lounge area, a bar, and comfortable seating.
- AHI Cruises offers a variety of excursions in selected ports based on your interests. Choose from a variety of activities, including guided tours of historic sites, food tastings, and cultural experiences. Further your experience by immersing yourself in specially designed activities and extensions.
- Personalize your cruise with one of our pre-trip extensions in Amsterdam or Brussels. These extensions allow you to arrive early and extend your stay, allowing you to explore additional destinations and take in even more of the cultural and historic highlights.
- Itinerary may change due to local conditions. In the event of such changes, your AHI Travel Director will provide alternative arrangements with equal or greater value.
- Pre-trip and Post-trip Extensions are available to book for two nights in a Deluxe Stateroom only.
- Additional charges may apply for electives or upgrades.
- Final payment is due by 90 days prior to departure.
Waterland bike ride

The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized care you receive from your Travel Director and the knowledge you gain from your lecturers, whose regional expertise shines in their insider perspective.

You'll discover Old World cities, charming villages and stunning views. By eliminating logistical worries, your multilingual Travel Director will ensure your immersion in every aspect of the destination.

The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It should weave together discovery, education and humanity, the best elements of any vacation.

The other important characters in this story are the guides and lecturers, whose regional expertise shines in their insider perspective.

The MS Amadeus Silver III is specially designed for cruising Europe’s rivers, and its seasoned crew ensures that all aspects of your journey go smoothly. The ship arrives in Veere this morning. Make your own plans in Veere. Enjoy satellite TV and your private bedroom with shower. Complimentary Wi-Fi is available.
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The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It should be a convivial, welcoming atmosphere. This allows you to immerse yourself comfortably in your surroundings. By eliminating logistical worries, your multilingual Travel Director ensures that your trip is nothing short of remarkable architecture.

Inspiring Moments

Delft, brimming with medieval比利时啤酒

Keukenhof Gardens.

Discovery:

MS Amadeus Silver III

Tour the family-owned De Halve Maan Brewery and learn about Belgium’s (Active) Halve Maan Brewery and learn about Belgium’s

artistic skill and history behind Belgium’s famed cultural Bruges.

Enrichment:

Explore on your own this afternoon. Italianate-like canals and charming squares await. You may also wish to visit the Groenerei, a...
A World Apart

The story of Holland begins in a land of bicycles, a network of canals and a coastline that history cannot hold. Your journey will begin with a bike ride through the scenic Waterland region. This morning’s value-added program pays tribute to the importance of cycling to the Dutch culture and way of life. With your bike and helmet in hand, you’ll explore the Waterland region on your own or with the company of fellow travelers. The 20-mile ride takes you through the scenic Waterland region and is a memorable way to experience the spirit of the Dutch people. During your ride, you’ll be treated to a convivial, welcoming atmosphere. A high-caliber professional makes you feel safe and important by creating a safe, enjoyable environment. This makes your time on two wheels a memorable adventure. This incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized care you receive from your Travel Director and the knowledge you gain from your AHI Travel Director. The unique approach to travel allows you to immerse yourself comfortably in your surroundings. This journey weaves together discovery, education and humanity, the best elements of an AHI Travel experience. You’ll receive personalized attention and work together to ensure your trip is one to remember.

Add a truly memorable chapter to your travels on this carefree and relaxing bike ride. You’ll discover Old World cities, follow picturesque scenery and immerse yourself in the culture of the area. AHI’s value-added programs offer you the chance to see more than just the sights. The Waterland region is full of charming towns, beautiful natural scenery and a strong sense of history. You’ll have the chance to experience this unique region with your fellow travelers on your Dutch Waterways Journey.

Savor the charming towns and scenic views as you ride through this picturesque region. You’ll encounter a diverse range of landscapes, from peaceful countryside to bustling urban areas. As you ride, you’ll have the chance to experience the local culture and customs. The Waterland region is known for its rich history and cultural heritage. You’ll have the opportunity to learn about the region’s past and how it has influenced the present.

In Transit

Free time means something different to every traveler. You may like to linger in a cozy café or stay户  at a charming bed & breakfast. Or you may want to explore the area on your own or take advantage of our free AHI FlexAir transfers. AHI FlexAir gives you the option to choose the dates and times that work best for you. The flexibility of AHI FlexAir allows you to make the most of your trip. You can choose to arrive earlier or stay longer in a city. You can even extend your stay in a city to experience more of the local culture. AHI FlexAir is the perfect way to make your trip your own.

Delve into the rich culture of the area with a visit to Antwerp. This morning, sail to Middelburg, where you’ll have a free hour to explore before returning to the ship. Your Travel Director will provide you with a free walking tour of Middelburg, a charming town with a rich history. You’ll have the chance to learn about the town’s past and how it has influenced the present. During your free time, you can explore the town on your own or take advantage of our free AHI FlexAir transfers. AHI FlexAir gives you the option to choose the dates and times that work best for you. The flexibility of AHI FlexAir allows you to make the most of your trip. You can choose to arrive earlier or stay longer in a city. You can even extend your stay in a city to experience more of the local culture. AHI FlexAir is the perfect way to make your trip your own.

Throughout your journey, you’ll have the chance to see more than just the sights. You’ll have the chance to experience the local culture and customs. The Waterland region is known for its rich history and cultural heritage. You’ll have the opportunity to learn about the region’s past and how it has influenced the present.

Note:

Itinerary may change due to local conditions. Walking is required on all excursions, and surfaces may be uneven or unpaved. Transfers and flights included for AHI FlexAir participants. Elective experiences available at an additional cost.
**A World Apart**

The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It should enchant you, as it did Hemingway, who wrote, “A world apart is the best world.”

The MS Amadeus Silver III is specially designed for cruising Europe's rivers, and its seasoned Travel Director will provide the background and context needed to enrich your journey. The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It should engage you, as it did Hemingway, who wrote, “A world apart is the best world.”

Enjoy a stroll through historic villages, Float under tiny wooden bridges in the scenic wetland, surrounded by historic fishing villages, and other gorgeous blooms with a guide. Enjoy a convivial, welcoming atmosphere. You'll discover Old World cities, picture-perfect canals of Amsterdam, as vibrant flowers burst into current affairs in the Netherlands, and other gorgeous blooms with a guide.

**In Transit**

**ELECTIVES | At an additional cost**

**Included**

- **Waterland Bicycle Ride.**
- **Keukenhof Gardens.**
- **Delft.**
- **Bruges and Belgian Chocolate.**

**Enrichment:**

- **The Hague and the Mauritshuis.**
- **Antwerp.**

**Discovery:**

- **Kampen | Giethoorn.**

**Pre-Trip Extension in Amsterdam**

Located close to the MS Amadeus Silver III, this 2-day extension gives you a taste of the city's past and present. Begin with a visit to the Rijksmuseum, which houses one of the most beautiful and fashionable canals, the Herengracht, on a guided walk. Then transfer to the airport in Brussels and indulge in a yummy, handmade sample. After breakfast, transfer to the airport in Brussels and fly to Antwerp. Explore on your own this afternoon. Free Time:

**Price:** $845 per person, double occupancy; $1,270 single occupancy

**Included**

- Two nights at the DoubleTree by Hilton Amsterdam Centraal Station
- Three meals, including two buffet breakfasts and one dinner
- All transfers
- Admission to the Rijksmuseum
- Free time

**Exclusive**

- Guided tour of Delft
- Guided tour of Bruges
- Guided tour of Antwerp

**Walking Distance:**

- Average of 2 miles on one to two hours of walking

**Price:** $420 per person, double occupancy; $520 single occupancy

**Included**

- Two nights at the DoubleTree by Hilton Amsterdam Centraal Station
- Buffet breakfasts and one dinner
- All transfers
- Admission to the Rijksmuseum, Delft, Bruges, and Antwerp
- Free time

**Walking Distance:**

- Average of 2 miles on one to two hours of walking

- The ship remains in Veere overnight.
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Dear Duke Alumni and Friends,

Travel to the historic and picturesque canals of the Netherlands and Belgium. This 7-night cruise, taking place aboard the intimate MS Amadeus Silver III, is specially designed for river cruising. You will discover the charming cities of Bruges, Ghent, and Bruxelles, all set in unique Dutch and Belgian landscapes. Our seasoned AHI travel experts, along with English-speaking guides, are ready to share their passion and knowledge of the region.

**Enrichment Programs**
- Educational lectures
- Guided tours
- Free time for independent exploration

**Program Dates:**
April 22-29, 2019

**Travel info:**
- Flexibility and change or cancel your reservations up to 60 days before departure
- Free time to pursue your own interests
- Travel stress-free with plentiful opportunities for independent exploration

**Cruise Itinerary:**
- April 22: Arrive in Amsterdam
- April 23: Depart Amsterdam and cruise Bruges
- April 24: Visit Ghent
- April 25: Bruxelles and local flavors
- April 26: Keukenhof Gardens and a day in the Hague
- April 27: MS Amadeus Silver III, De Haan and Ostend
- April 28: Bruges | Bruxelles | Bruges
- April 29: Arrive in Antwerp

**Included Features:**
- Accommodations on the MS Amadeus Silver III
- All breakfasts, lunch and dinner for 7 nights
- 1-night hotel stay in Antwerp
- Flights from Duke Alumni Travels
- Onboard services and port taxes
- Bicycles for biking excursion
- Enrichment programs
- booze and taxes
- No single supplement for solo travelers

**Special Price:**
$3,995

**Cruise Program Categories:**
- Categories A and B: $3,295
- Categories C and D: $3,195
- Categories E and F: $2,895
- Categories G and H: $2,795

**Additional Information:**
- Participants are responsible for the cost of transferring to and from the airport.
- A tips per person per cruise line charge of $12 per person per day is included in your trip price; plan your wardrobe accordingly.

**Contact Us:**
For questions about your cruise, please contact your Passenger Service Representative.

919-684-2988
Duke Alumni Travels

**Important Note:**
Your trip includes round-trip flights from your choice of major US airports. Please select a flight that arrives in Amsterdam before 10:00 a.m. on April 22, 2019. You will be met at the airport and taken to your hotel.

**Additional Benefits:**
- 24/7 travel assistance
- Insurance coverage
- English-speaking guides

**Cruise Details:**
- The Amsterdam to Antwerp cruise is a river cruise on the Dutch Waterways, with visits to Bruges, Ghent, and Bruxelles.
- Participants will enjoy comfortable accommodations on the MS Amadeus Silver III, with all meals included.
- There are opportunities for independent exploration and enrichment programs.

**Terms and Conditions:**
- All prices listed are in USD. Special offers, promotions and discounts cannot be combined.
- You will need to make your own travel arrangements to and from Amsterdam.
- Reservations to be paid in full by 90 days before departure.
- A 15% per person penalty will be assessed if you cancel your reservation after 60 days before departure.
- A 25% per person cancellation fee will apply if you cancel your reservation between 30 and 60 days before departure.
- Cancellation will result in forfeiture of 15% of the entire cost of the trip.

**About AHI Travel:**
AHI Travel is the travel arm of Duke University, offering personalized tours, cruises, and small group programs to educational and cultural destinations worldwide. Our experts are ready to assist in your travel needs. For more information, please visit our website for the most up-to-date pricing. Questions? Please call 919-684-2988 or email us at travel@dukealumni.duke.edu.
Dear Duke Alumni and Friends,

It’s not to discuss the the river noir, right, that date range through the amsterdams and Brussels, Belgium for the seven-night cruise, and breaks in three major, so you can travel to and around the famous EU Brussels City, and specifically designed for our travelers. Brussels, beautiful, with its own vibrant, historic cities and towns, with plentiful opportunities for independent exploration. You’ll appreciate the camaraderie of Bruges, Belgium and Antwerp, as well as in quaint Giethoorn and seaside Veere.

In planning this exciting program, our travel experts have thoughtfully combined the area’s best attractions with your desire for enrichment. You’ll enjoy engaging educational lectures by selected informed and enthusiastic local professional guides who understand the needs of our personal nature.

As our Duke group grows in size, a Duke Host will be engaged to join the program to bring the added expertise and care that our travelers enjoy. You’ll also have the opportunity to explore a selection of the local attractions and excursions in these towns:

- Amsterdam: Keukenhof Gardens, Rijksmuseum, Waterland Bicycle Ride
- Brussels: Brussels Old Town, Mont des Arts, Manneken Pis, Place Royal, Grand Place
- Bruges: Waterways Cruise, Markt Square, Chocolate Tasting, Gentlemen’s Clubs
- Antwerp: Rubens House, Cathedral of Our Lady, Plantin-Moretus Museum
- Giethoorn: Waterways of Giethoorn, Giethoorn Gardens

You’ll enjoy an unforgettable travel experience. We’ve specifically designed this program for the active traveler, with plenty of opportunities for independent exploration. You’ll appreciate the camaraderie of experienced Travel Directors who will be available to answer any questions you may have on the day and throughout the program.

In addition, this exceptional cruise offers you the security, ease and value of group travel. You’ll have the adventure of a lifetime. From your reservation to your return home, we are here to ensure you and your companions have the perfect trip.

Best regards,

McCall Stroynowski
Dear Duke Alumni and Friends,
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Dear Duke Alumni and Friends,

Travel to discover the most beautiful river from the North Sea to the Alps. From the four corners of the Netherlands to its historic riverfront cities, you’ll experience the essence of the Low Countries like never before. From canal-side cafés to quaint cobblestone villages, you’ll witness the unique culture that has flourished along the Rhine and Meuse sailing through historic cities where the rich history of the Low Countries shines through.

With AHI, you can rely on:
• Unique access to local sites
• Flexibility and customization
• Safety and security
• Experienced staff

Join us on this wonderful seven-night, first-class cruise through the canals and waterways of the Netherlands and Belgium! Delight in the incredible charm of historic cities in vibrant Amsterdam, Bruges and Antwerp, as well as in quaint Giethoorn and seaside Veere. From your reservation to your return home, we are here to ensure you have the adventure of a lifetime.

From your reservation to your return home, we are here to ensure you have the adventure of a lifetime.

Let us arrange your trip with AHI FlexAir.

AIR TRANSPORTATION

Travel stress-free with AHI FlexAir. By锑ongling flights to booking elective activities to fulfilling special requests.

PROGRAM DATES

Air Program Dates:
Chalon Program Dates:
April 20-30, 2019
April 20-30, 2019

CRUISE PROGRAM

Category-Deck Full Price Special Savings Special Price*

1) Mozart (Front) $3,595 $250 $3,345
2) Haydn (Front) $3,495 $250 $3,245
3) Mozart (Midship) $3,495 $250 $3,245
4) Haydn (Midship) $3,395 $250 $3,145

Special Price valid if booked by the date found on the address panel.

Full Legal Name (exactly as it appears on passport)

City: ______________________________________________________________________

Street Address: ____________________________________________________________

Email: ____________________________________________________________________

855-385-3885

Charge my: [ ] Visa [ ] MasterCard [ ] Discover [ ] Amex

Enclosed is a deposit of ________ ($600 pp required) to reserve ______ place(s).

Any payment to AHI Travel constitutes your acceptance of the terms and conditions of

AHI Travel's sales, marketing, advertising, publicity and/or promotion agency. AHI

Travel is not responsible for any substitution of hotels or of common carrier equipment or any third person. In addition and without limitation, AHI Travel's sales, marketing, advertising, publicity and/or promotion agency is not responsible for any substitution of hotels or of common carrier equipment or any third person. AHI Travel reserves the right to decline to accept or to retain any person as a passenger for any reason it chooses, including, but not limited to, the passenger's unfitness for travel or whose physical or mental condition may be dangerous to the passenger and/or other passengers and/or the equipment being used.

AHI FlexAir

- The right is reserved to refuse to accept or to retain any person as a passenger for any reason it chooses, including, but not limited to, the passenger's unfitness for travel or whose physical or mental condition may be dangerous to the passenger and/or other passengers and/or the equipment being used.

- In the event that the entire program including its included features are anticipated; however, the right is reserved to there竿. AHI FlexAir is not responsible for any substitution of hotels or of common carrier equipment or any third person. In addition and without limitation, AHI Travel reserves the right to decline to accept or to retain any person as a passenger for any reason it chooses, including, but not limited to, the passenger's unfitness for travel or whose physical or mental condition may be dangerous to the passenger and/or other passengers and/or the equipment being used.

- AHI FlexAir is not responsible for any substitution of hotels or of common carrier equipment or any third person. In addition and without limitation, AHI Travel reserves the right to decline to accept or to retain any person as a passenger for any reason it chooses, including, but not limited to, the passenger's unfitness for travel or whose physical or mental condition may be dangerous to the passenger and/or other passengers and/or the equipment being used.

- AHI FlexAir is not responsible for any substitution of hotels or of common carrier equipment or any third person. In addition and without limitation, AHI Travel reserves the right to decline to accept or to retain any person as a passenger for any reason it chooses, including, but not limited to, the passenger's unfitness for travel or whose physical or mental condition may be dangerous to the passenger and/or other passengers and/or the equipment being used.

- AHI FlexAir is not responsible for any substitution of hotels or of common carrier equipment or any third person. In addition and without limitation, AHI Travel reserves the right to decline to accept or to retain any person as a passenger for any reason it chooses, including, but not limited to, the passenger's unfitness for travel or whose physical or mental condition may be dangerous to the passenger and/or other passengers and/or the equipment being used.

- AHI FlexAir is not responsible for any substitution of hotels or of common carrier equipment or any third person. In addition and without limitation, AHI Travel reserves the right to decline to accept or to retain any person as a passenger for any reason it chooses, including, but not limited to, the passenger's unfitness for travel or whose physical or mental condition may be dangerous to the passenger and/or other passengers and/or the equipment being used.

- AHI FlexAir is not responsible for any substitution of hotels or of common carrier equipment or any third person. In addition and without limitation, AHI Travel reserves the right to decline to accept or to retain any person as a passenger for any reason it chooses, including, but not limited to, the passenger's unfitness for travel or whose physical or mental condition may be dangerous to the passenger and/or other passengers and/or the equipment being used.

- AHI FlexAir is not responsible for any substitution of hotels or of common carrier equipment or any third person. In addition and without limitation, AHI Travel reserves the right to decline to accept or to retain any person as a passenger for any reason it chooses, including, but not limited to, the passenger's unfitness for travel or whose physical or mental condition may be dangerous to the passenger and/or other passengers and/or the equipment being used.

- AHI FlexAir is not responsible for any substitution of hotels or of common carrier equipment or any third person. In addition and without limitation, AHI Travel reserves the right to decline to accept or to retain any person as a passenger for any reason it chooses, including, but not limited to, the passenger's unfitness for travel or whose physical or mental condition may be dangerous to the passenger and/or other passengers and/or the equipment being used.

- AHI FlexAir is not responsible for any substitution of hotels or of common carrier equipment or any third person. In addition and without limitation, AHI Travel reserves the right to decline to accept or to retain any person as a passenger for any reason it chooses, including, but not limited to, the passenger's unfitness for travel or whose physical or mental condition may be dangerous to the passenger and/or other passengers and/or the equipment being used.